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Hello ERN-Skin Team,

Here are our latest news: ERN-Skin Cutaneous Mosaicism event invitation, the Skin ePAG
at Gtobalskin Conference ELEVATË.âA21, GlobalSkin Patient Leader Awards and 2nd edition of
the World Congress on Rare Skin Diseases (WCRSD)!

ERN-Skin EVENTS

Scientific Day on Gutaneous Mosaicism, 12th of June 2023, Rome,
Italy (also online)

The ERN-Skin Mosaicism - Nevi and Nevoid Skin Disorders group is organizing a meeting
on cutaneous mosaicism, on the 12th of June, in Rome, ltaly. lt will focus on the
establishment of practical recommendations for the clinical approach to mosaicism in the skin

and mosaic conditions of major impact in regular practice of pediatric dermatology.

About 20 European experts members of the ERN are invited to discuss the main topics of
mosaic disorders of the skin.

G To see the event program and for more information click here

You are also invited to follow the meeting online. To join click here.

ERN-Skin ePAG

Skin ePAG advocates
were present at
GlobalSkin
Conference ELEVATE
2423.

ËLEVATE 2423 is a
unique conference for
dermatology patient
organization leaders
that focuses on
strengthening
connections across
world regions and
disease areas. Skin ePAG Advocates

present at

Global§kin Conference ELEVATE 2AZg
G More about
ELEVATE 2023: here
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GlobalSkin Patient Leader Awards!

During ELËVATE 2023, GlobalSkin recognized the leadership of its Members. To celebrate their
accomplishments, GlobalSkin has developed Patient Leader Awards. These awards celebrate and
acknowledge Members' efforts to Champion. lnnovate, Collaborate and Elevate the patient voice.

We have the pleasure to share with you the Patient Leader Awards winners: Antoine Gliksohn and
Marjolein van Kassel!

ELEVATE2O2S
GtobalSkin Conference

> Antoine Gliksohn-GtobatSkin Champion Award

> Mariolein van Kessel -GlobatSkin lnnovator Award

2nd World Congress on RARE SKIN DISEASES

Ihe 2nd edition of the World Congress on Rare Skin Diseases (WCRSD) is coming soon!

It will take place on the 12th, 13th and 14th of June 2024 in Paris, France.

Cr Follow along for more information and save the dates!

Our social media - Let's connect!
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